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INTRODUCTION
A robust, sustainable, and adaptable local economy depends heavily on public officials who can lead in
forming and implementing an economic development strategy. A thorough strategy is developed with an
understanding of local business interests and regional resource availability, and a careful assessment of the
community’s ability to attract new business investment and jobs. Participating in the Economic Development
Self-Assessment Tool (EDSAT) is an important step public officials can take to assess their jurisdictions’ 1
strengths and weaknesses for the purpose of planning for viable, long-term economic growth. Through
EDSAT, public officials and business leaders collaborate as a team, assessing each of their roles in creating a
business-friendly climate.
This report contains a comparative analysis of the responses provided by Westford to the EDSAT
questionnaire, along with suggestions for next steps. By participating in this self-assessment, Westford will
not simply better understand its economic development assets and challenges, but learn to build upon
strengths and overcome weaknesses.

The Dukakis Center will keep the results contained in this report strictly confidential.
Project Overview
Since 2005, Northeastern University’s Dukakis Center for Urban and Regional Affairs (Dukakis Center) has
sought to identify the “deal-breakers” that impede private investment in local municipalities. Based upon
research on the resurgence of older industrial cities, the Dukakis Center has identified two crucial elements in
economic development. First is a municipality’s ability to respond opportunely to ever-changing market
forces. Second is local government’s skill in working collaboratively with regional agencies, business leaders,
and academic institutions to lessen municipal weaknesses and market the city or town’s strengths. These
conclusions led to the development of EDSAT, an analytical framework for providing practical, actionable
feedback to public officials. In its current form, EDSAT resulted from a partnership between the Dukakis
Center and the National League of Cities (NLC).

Methodology
The foundation for the 200-plus questions that comprise the EDSAT questionnaire was established when the
Dukakis Center surveyed more than 240 members of the National Association of Industrial and Office
Properties, now known as NAIOP and CoreNet Global. These leading professional associations represent site
and location experts, whose members research new sites for businesses and other institutions. Members
were asked to identify those factors that are most important to businesses and developers when evaluating
locations. This process generated a set of 38 broad factors relevant to economic growth and development.
Examples include highway access, available workforce, and the timeliness of permit reviews. Based on
rankings by these location experts, EDSAT factors are identified as Very Important, Important, or Less
Important to businesses and developers. We denote these rankings as follows: A filled circle () indicates
Very Important, a half-filled circle () indicates Important, and an unfilled circle () indicates Less
Important.
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Jurisdictions are usually categorized as individual towns and/or cities. A “jurisdiction” can also consist of several small
municipalities, a geographic region, or a county—as long as each plans and strategizes as a single entity in its economic
development efforts.
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Each question in EDSAT addresses a particular location factor and provides three ways to interpret that
factor relative to the response in your own community:
1.
2.
3.

The level of importance businesses and developers place on that location factor
How other jurisdictions participating in EDSAT have typically responded to that question
How your jurisdiction’s response compares to the typical response and the importance of the
location factor

The EDSAT analysis compares your jurisdiction’s response with that of Comparison Group Municipalities
(CGM)—that is, all of the jurisdictions that have completed the EDSAT questionnaire. With regard to the
Permitting Process, for example, your jurisdiction may offer significantly shorter review times than the CGM.
In this case, the EDSAT analysis suggests that on this measure your jurisdiction may possess a relative
advantage in what is a Very Important location factor. However, if permit reviews take significantly longer,
then your jurisdiction may be at a disadvantage. While local and regional regulations or processes affect the
review process, businesses are interested in “time-to-market”—the time it takes to get up and running in an
ever-increasingly competitive environment.
EDSAT assigns a color code to highlight the results of your jurisdiction compared to the median response
among the CGM. Colors—green, yellow, and red—indicate a municipality’s relative strength on each specific
location factor. Green indicates that your jurisdiction is quantitatively or qualitatively stronger than the CGM
response; yellow indicates that your jurisdiction is average or typical; and red indicates a relative deficiency.
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SAMPLE RESULT, DRAWN FROM SECTION 1: ACCESS TO MARKETS/CUSTOMERS

The interaction between the importance of a location factor and your jurisdiction’s relative strength yields
powerful information. With respect to businesses and developers, a comparison yielding “red” for a Very
Important factor represents the potential for a “deal-breaker,” while a comparison resulting in “green” for a
Very Important factor represents the likelihood of a “deal-maker.” There are several important
considerations to keep in mind when reviewing a jurisdiction’s EDSAT results:
1.

If your jurisdiction is at a disadvantage in certain Very Important location factors, such as possessing
a slow permitting process, a workforce that lacks necessary skills, and infrastructure that lacks the
capacity to support growth, it is considered to have three distinct “deal-breakers,” regardless of its
geographic location.

2.

Your jurisdiction should look at its EDSAT results as an overview, and not focus on a particular
location factor. One “deal-breaker” does not mean that your jurisdiction should abandon its economic
development efforts. At the same time, your jurisdiction cannot rely solely on one or two “dealmakers.” Economic development is a dynamic process and should be managed in such a way that a
community continually responds to the changing needs of local and prospective businesses.

3.

The interpretation of comparisons and color assignments depends on your jurisdiction’s context in
answering the question and its objectives for economic development. For example, if there are
significantly more square feet of vacant commercial space than the CGM median, EDSAT assigns “red”
because large amounts of space may indicate outdated facilities in a stagnant local economy.
However, the empty space may actually be an asset if your jurisdiction is focusing on attracting
businesses that would benefit from large spaces, such as a creative mixed-use complex. Thus, your
jurisdiction’s context is important in understanding EDSAT results.

For some questions, the red and green color assignments serve to highlight the response for further
consideration within the context of your jurisdiction’s objectives and circumstances. Several questions have
no comparison at all. They tend to be lists of potential incentives, resources, or regulations associated with
the municipality and will be discussed in corresponding sections of the report.
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SUMMARY OF RELATIVE STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
This section summarizes Westford’s primary strengths and weaknesses in the realm of economic
development. EDSAT does not provide an overall grade for a jurisdiction, but rather assesses a jurisdiction’s
unique set of strengths, weaknesses, and economic development objectives.
The Dukakis Center staff create a list of significant or notable responses for each of the Very Important,
Important, and Less Important location factors, emphasizing strengths and “deal-makers,” which are not
organized in any particular order of importance. Dukakis Center staff suggests that your municipality review
these lists and use them to highlight, enhance, and market your town’s strengths.
Tasks on the weakness and “deal-breaker” lists, however, are prioritized to emphasize the importance of their
mitigation. The Dukakis Center staff arranges the tasks according to feasibility, with consideration of the
latitude and abilities of local, county, or regional levels of government. For example, in a jurisdiction with
limited highway access, building a new highway interchange or connector would likely be cost-prohibitive,
time-consuming, and an inefficient use of local resources. However, other tasks are more feasible with modest
investments in time and resources. For example, streamlining the permitting process and making related
development information readily accessible to both location experts and businesses could be accomplished
without significant capital investments. Although location experts rank both highway access and the
timeliness of permitting as Very Important location factors, in the prioritized list of potential “deal-breakers,”
the permitting process is given a higher priority due to its feasibility in implementation.

Westford’s Strengths and Potential “Deal-Makers”
The following three lists of Westford’s strengths are its powerful economic development assets. The town
should build upon these assets and promote them to prospective businesses and developers. Westford should
first consider those in the Very Important group, then the Important, and finally the Less Important group.
Please note that strengths are not listed in any particular order within each list.
Strengths among Very Important Location Factors
HIGHWAY ACCESS: Available retail and office space sites are located within two miles of highway access, and
the town does not impose weight restrictions on nearby streets and access roads.
PARKING: Westford offers as many parking advantages as the CGM. The town wisely offers free parking in the
central business district, which aligns especially well with the demands of the retail industry, in addition to
the office buildings operating in the area.
TRAFFIC: While most traffic-related considerations are on par with the CGM, Westford has less rush hour
traffic congestion than its peers.
WORKFORCE COMPOSITION: The proportion of Westford’s professional workforce and technically skilled
workforce is high.
LABOR AVAILABLE: Outperforming the CGM, the majority of Westford’s residents have earned at least a
bachelor’s degree.
Strengths among Important Location Factors
PUBLIC TRANSIT: Westford does relatively well in this category, and has the capacity to expand bus and rail
services.
PHYSICAL ATTRACTIVENESS: Relative to the CGM, Westford excels in code enforcement—including
mechanisms for monitoring and citizen reporting—in relation to abandoned properties and vehicles, and
trash disposal. The town also has a higher percentage of parkland and a relatively low volume of vacant
industrial space.
HOUSING: Although homeownership in Westford is relatively pricey, your town has a larger than average
homeownership rate, with a relatively low rental vacancy rate—both of which point to such a strong housing
market that building more housing might be called for.
CRIME: Across all categories, crime rates for Westford were substantially low.
4

TAX DELINQUENCY: Relative to the CGM, Westford is on par with the number of properties that are tax
defaulted or subject to the power of sale, it does however exceed its peers in both the time it takes to auction
such properties (after 1 year vs. 1-5 years), and in its ability to provide special attention to tax delinquent
properties that impede development.
SITE AMENITIES: All of Westford’s existing development sites are within a mile of amenities important to
location specialists, which is rare.
STATE BUSINESS INCENTIVES: Westford does exceptionally well in taking advantage of state tax incentives,
and actively works with businesses to secure financing through state programs and commercial lenders.
LOCAL BUSINESS INCENTIVES: Westford offers TIFs for retail development, property tax abatements to
existing and new businesses, and grants tax abatement negotiating powers to the executive—which firms
prefer because it simplifies the negotiations.
LOCAL TAX RATES: Your town outperforms the CGM by offering a 19.6% lower tax rate for industrial and
commercial property, and it varies its sources of public revenue by collecting hotel and meals taxes. The
jurisdiction should however take note of its residential property tax, which is 30% higher than the CGM.
PREDICTABLE PERMITS: The town offers guidance on permitting to prospective developers, provides both a
flowchart and a development handbook, and has made efforts to streamline its permitting processes.
LABOR COST: Although the town’s wage rate for semi-skilled workers is higher than the CGM (complementing
the high cost of housing), salaries for public high school teachers are high, and reflect how much the
community values a well-educated workforce.
LAND: Your town has a strikingly high proportion of parcels that are available for industrial or large-scale
commercial development, many of which are currently zoned for commercial/industrial uses and/or of at
least five acres. In addition, your town has a significant amount of vacant and usable office space.
LOCAL SCHOOLS: While Westford Public Schools appear to be slightly lagging on the basis of the level of
investment in per-student spending, the town’s large portion of high school and four-year college graduates
should alleviate resulting concern.
INDUSTRY SENSITIVITY: Westford engages local businesspersons to represent the town to help attract new
businesses.
SITES AVAILABLE: Westford maintains an active relationship with commercial real estate brokers,
developers, and agents with sites in the jurisdiction. In addition, it implements an active strategy for
reclaiming or land banking tax delinquent and tax title properties.
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION: Location specialists consider it a positive attribute that organized neighborhood
groups slow permitting very little in Westford. Town officials could however benefit from the establishment
of a clear and concise procedure for abutters in the initial stage of the review process.
Strengths among Less Important Location Factors
WEBSITE: With useful information and forms for developers, your town’s website is relatively strong.
PERMITTING OMBUDSMAN: The town manager helps to expedite the permitting process, and the town
provides assistance to firms requiring state or federal permits or licenses.
UNIONS: Westford fares well compared to the CGM in having no significant labor union presence.

Westford’s Weaknesses and Potential “Deal-Breakers”
Despite many advantages, Westford has a number of apparent weaknesses that can pose a challenge to
successful development. The factors in the Very Important group are the ones that the town should consider
addressing first because they are the most critical potential “deal-breakers.” Again, the town should next
consider those in the Important group, and finally those the Less Important group.
Unlike the above itemization of Westford’s strengths, this three-part list of weaknesses is arranged in order
of priority. We suggest that, while reviewing this prioritized list of challenges, participants keep in mind
Westford’s economic development objectives and the feasibility (economic and otherwise) of upgrading
“deal-breakers” and other weaknesses.
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Weaknesses among Very Important Location Factors
TIMELINESS OF APPROVALS: The time required from application to completion of the review process for new
site plans and zoning variances takes considerably longer than the CGM, although the appeals process for
both existing and new structures is noticeably faster.
INFRASTRUCTURE: Although most of the town’s infrastructure capacity (water, gas, and electricity) is
sufficient for current demand and future growth, the lack of a public sewer is a major concern, especially
given its preference to businesses over septic systems, which threaten water quality and have limited,
decentralized capacity.
RENTS: Rents across all three types of industry space, and all three classes of office space, are much higher
than the CGM. However, Westford has a large share of Class A and Class B office space, which could be a real
advantage for attracting national or regional business headquarters.
Weaknesses among Important Location Factors
COMPLEMENTARY BUSINESS SERVICES: Although Westford seems to have a strong, robust, and active
volunteer Economic Development Committee, it needs to develop business services that cater specifically to
its nearby cluster of technical and scientific firms.
CRITICAL MASS FIRMS: Westford has a relatively weak industrial attraction policy that could serve to unify
and direct its various economic development services and initiatives.
Weaknesses among Less Important Location Factors
AIRPORTS: Westford’s closest international airport, Logan, is farther from the town center than the CGM
average and travel time is much longer, not even taking into account bottlenecking.

DETAILED ANALYSIS AND QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
The following is a ten-part section-by-section analysis of the EDSAT results comparing Westford’s selfreported responses with the median response among the CGM. Each location factor is ranked with three
possible symbols: The shaded circle () denotes a Very Important factor, the half-shaded circle () denotes
an Important factor, and the unshaded circle () denotes a Less Important factor.
This ten-part portion of the report—its heart, really—is presented in the same order as the questions listed
on the EDSAT questionnaire, with the tabular printout of Westford’s results appearing first, and our narrative
summary and interpretation of the results appearing second. The tabular results are displayed in four
primary groupings of information:
Group 1 identifies a location factor (such as Highway Access), a circle indicating the relative importance of the
location factor, and questions related to the factor that your town has already answered.
Group 2 shows Westford’s responses to the EDSAT questions.
Group 3 is the median (or majority, for yes/no questions) response among the “comparison group
municipalities” (or CGM) that have completed the EDSAT questionnaire.
Group 4 is a series of green, yellow, or red blocks indicating how Westford compares to the CGM. A built-in
function in EDSAT allows a municipality to compare itself against a subset of the CGM by other criteria such
as population, median income, or size of operating budget. For purposes of this analysis, however, Westford is
compared with all the CGM.
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Section 1: Access to Customers/Markets
In order to minimize transportation costs and time-to-market, businesses want adequate access to
uncongested transportation corridors for their shipping needs, customers, and employees. Highway access,
congestion, and parking are Very Important factors in location decisions. Public transportation is Important,
while proximity to airports, rail, and water transport are Less Important. The overall physical attractiveness
of public spaces, enforcement of codes, and condition of housing and commercial real estate are Important, as
they are indications of general economic health and quality of life in a community.
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Section 2: Concentration of Businesses (Agglomeration)
Agglomeration refers to the number of complementary and supplemental services and related firms—
including academic institutions—that are available within a jurisdiction to support new or existing
companies. A concentration of similar or supporting companies creates a critical mass of businesses within an
industry, making it easier for that industry to thrive in the local community, regionally, or on the state level.
The scale of agglomeration within a jurisdiction can be enhanced by the intensity of its efforts to attract
companies, its coordination of marketing plans with regional or state efforts, cross marketing among
stakeholder organizations, and follow-up with existing and potential businesses.
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Section 3: Cost of Land (Implicit/Explicit)
The cost of land to a firm includes two Very Important factors: Infrastructure and Rent. Updating civil, utility,
and telecommunications infrastructure is costly, and firms do not like to incur these expenses. Therefore, if a
municipality does not already have adequate capacity in place, a potential firm could decide to locate
somewhere else with stronger capacity. Likewise, Rents are Very Important as they contribute heavily to
operating expenses. Location experts consider the quality of available space and amount of available land for
development. Important factors.
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Detailed rates are listed below:2

Electricity Rates (cents per kilowatt hour)

2

Location

Residential

Westford
Median CGM
Massachusetts
New England
United States

16.27
16.23
22.12
20.83
12.53

Type of Space
Commercial
15.23
15.20
17.30
16.95
10.58

Industrial
13.855
13.03
14.03
13.00
6.79

State, Region, and U.S. rates are those available as of March 2015 and were obtained from the U.S. Energy Information
Administration (EIA). Westford rates do not include demand charges, which fluctuate.
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Section 4: Labor
The effect of labor factors on location decisions runs somewhat contrary to popular belief. An available labor
force that is adequately trained (Workforce Composition) is a Very Important factor, while the cost of labor is
Important and the presence of strong unions is Less Important. Conventional wisdom often holds that higher
labor costs and strong unions negatively affect a firm’s location decision. However, if the workforce is
adequately skilled, these factors are not as detrimental as the conventional rule of thumb suggests. Workforce
training resources is Less Important relative to other location factors. However, having a technically trained
workforce whose skills align with the industries a municipality wants to attract is a valuable selling point.
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Section 5: Municipal Process
The municipal process section covers several themes relating to marketing and permitting. Public officials
who aggressively market their jurisdictions strengths and collaborate with firms already located in their
town or city may have significant advantages in attracting new investment. Local firms can speak firsthand
about their own experiences and market conditions to interested companies and investors. Likewise, they can
advise municipal leaders about industries with which they are intimately familiar. Additionally,
municipalities that have established transparent and efficient permitting processes, minimizing startup time
and costs, are also ahead of the game. Among the factors examined in this section, the timeliness of approvals
is Very Important to location experts and all but one of the remaining factors (Permitting Ombudsman) are
ranked Important.
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Approximate # Weeks Westford’s Permitting Processes Exceed Those in the CGM

Permitting
Process

New Project
(Time difference in weeks)

Existing Structure
(Time difference in weeks)

Site plan review

4 Slower

Same

Zoning variance

4 Slower

4 Slower

Special permit

Same

4 Faster

Building permit

Same

4 Slower

Appeals

4 Faster

4 Faster
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Section 6: Quality of Life (Community)
The quality of life within the community is an Important location factor because companies want to be able to
offer employees a safe community with affordable housing, good schools, and a rich selection of cultural and
recreational opportunities.
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Section 7: Quality of Life (Site)
This section reviews the amenities and services available within one mile of existing development sites.
Having a variety of amenities, restaurants, stores, and services near employment centers enhances the
location, adds convenience, and allows employees more social opportunities.
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Section 8: Business Incentives
When companies are evaluating various jurisdictions for site location, business incentives (mainly subsidies
and tax credits) are Important considerations. However, contrary to conventional wisdom, these incentives
are not the first factors on which an investor makes a location decision—nor are they decisive. Factors such
as infrastructure, workforce composition, and timeliness of permitting are of the utmost importance and can
all too easily become “deal-breakers.” A municipality must be at least adequate in these areas before a
company will advance negotiations. While investors value a broad portfolio of business incentives as possible
“deal-closers,” they might not initially attract them.
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Section 9: Tax Rates
Municipalities often think that if tax rates are too high, they will have a hard time attracting businesses—that
high taxes are a “deal-breaker.” Like financial incentives, however, the tax rate is not one of the Very
Important location factors. If the Very Important factors are satisfied, then a business will likely request a
more favorable tax rate during later-stage negotiations. Yet negotiations are unlikely to get to that point if the
More Important location factors have not been satisfied.
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Section 10: Access to Information
A town’s website could offer a business location expert his or her first impression of what the area has to
offer. In today’s digital age, a location expert could use a municipality’s website to gather initial information,
and if it is not available, easy to find, and easy to understand, the researcher may reject the town as a
potential location without further consideration. While a town’s website may rank Less Important as a factor
in decision making, it can be this initial source of information that entices a location expert to probe deeper
and to contact a municipality to seek additional information. At that point, the municipality’s economic
development leader or permitting ombudsman has an opportunity to step in and develop one-on-one rapport
with the developer or company representative.
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NEXT STEPS
Westford is an affluent suburban community that offers exceptional opportunities to residents and
businesses alike. Westford’s town manager and Economic Development Committee have recently overseen
the implementation of a number of promising planning and development initiatives. Today, the town is the
chosen location for many powerhouse high-tech companies along the Littleton Road (Route 110) Corridor,
including Juniper Networks, Red Hat, Sonus, Alcatel-Lucent, Netscout Systems, Cynosure, Mack Technologies,
and UTC Aerospace Systems. Westford is also home to three prominent medical services complexes, including
Emerson Hospital, Lowell General Hospital/Circle Health, and St. Jude Medical. Nearby is the recently
established 13-building multi-use Cornerstone Square Shopping Center. Located at the intersection of Route
110 and Route 495, it has supported the local community by bringing in new employment opportunities and
delivering much needed consumer services and office space, which are limited near Westford’s traditional
town common.
The growth and expansion of both innovative technology companies and other businesses is critical not only
to Westford but to the regional economy in the Greater Lowell area as a whole. The town’s municipal
leadership, along with its Economic Development Committee can play a major role in helping businesses
grow by creating a collaborative business environment in which public and private partnerships can be
forged. A commitment to balancing economic growth and quality of life is equally important to the town’s
future. Westford has been growing at a steady rate, however its aging population is a cause for concern and
the town’s leadership must actively look to attract and retain millennials.
Westford’s 2009 updated Comprehensive Plan, which includes an economic development component,
admirably addresses most of these complexities. It outlines some of the town’s major opportunities and
threats, provides comprehensive strategic objectives and detailed recommendations, and advocates for a
common vision among businesses, residents, and local government.
The Dukakis Center’s Economic Development Self-Assessment Tool (EDSAT) creates a snapshot of Westford’s
economic revitalization efforts at a critical moment in the town’s development history. The following is an
overview of where Westford is getting it right, and where improvements can be made. Outlined below are the
top recommendations and their respective priority levels for your economic development efforts.

CORE STRENGTHS
Westford has some powerful strengths that can help persuade firms and developers to locate in the town. One
of the most significant, and a potential “deal-maker,” is its good management of traffic (i.e., less rush hour
congestion), which reduces costs for businesses and enhances quality of life. On a related note, your town
possesses significant highway access and is also attentive to parking – among location specialists’ most
important considerations – and public transit. Commuter rail service to Boston is available in the neighboring
towns of Littleton and Lowell, which also provides Greater Boston residents access to Westford businesses,
while several local companies have established business shuttles to Cambridge.
One of Westford’s most dynamic assets is its large proportion of well-educated and skilled employees.
Location specialists strongly emphasize the importance of the educational attainment level and composition
of the workforce, and Westford performs well in both categories. This is of critical importance to the town’s
as-of-yet undeveloped industrial attraction policy, and also provides a solid foundation to support future
economic development services and initiatives. In addition, your town has a large share of available Class A
and Class B office space, a valuable asset for attracting high quality tenants, including national and regional
corporate firms that boost the local economy by creating new jobs and contributing to the tax base.
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EDSAT also deems your town very physically attractive relative to its peers, with vigorous code enforcement,
good maintenance policies, and a large quantity of parkland. Westford’s housing market is strong, with high
homeownership rates in spite of higher than average prices, it also offers excellent local schools to
prospective employees with children—in part, perhaps, because the town pays its teachers very well relative
to the CGM.
The need for a strong and easily navigable website is more important than ever, and Westford’s is truly
outstanding. It provides nearly all the types of information important to businesses, it is well designed, and it
is refreshed regularly by a designated staff person. Clearly, the town takes seriously its Web presence as a
marketing tool, and even makes it possible to file permit applications electronically on the Doing Business
menu on the town’s homepage.
State and local business incentives are among location specialists’ important factors and Westford has done
well in assisting new and existing businesses. Your town has taken advantage of many state tax incentives,
and actively assists businesses to secure financing whether through state programs or commercial lenders. It
also offers TIFs for retail development and property tax abatements to existing and new businesses, and
grants powers of negotiating the tax abatement to the executive—alleviating the potential for political
complication. On a related note, Westford’s relatively large proportion of available parcels that are five acres
or more could benefit from a stronger commercial/industrial attraction policy.
Westford offers tax rates that are exceptionally attractive to location specialists. Although your town does not
maintain a unified property tax rate, which is much preferred by business concerns, it derives a portion of its
base from taxes levied on meals and hotel rooms—taking some of the revenue pressure off of other types of
firms. Your jurisdiction’s tax rate for industrial and commercial uses is about 20 percent less than that
charged by the CGM with similar tax structures—putting Westford way above par. Finally, it is critical that the
town’s leadership take steps to reduce the high residential property tax rate, which is about 30% higher than
the CGM and could discourage future residential growth.
AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Westford has a number of weaknesses that may dissuade a prospective firm or developer from locating in
your town. Perhaps the most pressing area for improvement (and the most feasible to address) lies in the
permitting review process, which represents the potential for a “deal-breaker” to prospective firms. Despite a
faster than the average appeals processes for the review of new projects and for special permits for existing
structures, the review process for both new projects and existing structures takes 4 weeks longer than in the
median CGM. All other things being equal, a business will usually choose to locate in a municipality with
relatively quicker review durations to reduce “time to market.” Your town should appoint a team to
investigate all permitting processes for inefficiencies, as well as speak with permitting board members and
applicants to learn their perspectives.
Complementary or supplemental business services provide critical tools for interested developers or
firms, thereby amplifying the scale of agglomeration in your jurisd iction. Westford does not currently
provide business services (e.g. venture capital, business planning, specialized recruiting etc.) that cater
specifically to its nearby cluster of technical and scientific firms. The town is, however, in the process of
establishing a new incubator space in the Very Fine building, a former food processing site, which will
further enhance the capacities of its high-technology corridor. In addition, Westford’s Economic
Development Committee would be even more effective if they could persuade local business owners
and executives to work with local officials to attract targeted industries through cross -marketing
efforts, as well as in marketing follow-up to learn why prospective employers chose to settle in
Westford—or not.
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Rents in your jurisdiction are, on average, much higher than your peers. The average square foot costs of
existing retail space in both the central business district and the highway business district is 31% and 41%
higher than the CGM respectively. The average square foot cost of manufacturing space is also higher than
that of your peers, with the figure close to 45%. Rents are a very important location factor, and can make or
break a firm’s decision to locate in your jurisdiction. For this reason the town should do everything it can to
bring down commercial rents, including (but not limited to) lowering taxes on such properties.
Westford also has serious infrastructure limitations. The town’s limited sewer capacity could pose serious
obstacles to certain types of businesses. While many communities invest in sewer facilities to encourage
economic growth by facilitating the expansion of existing businesses as well as attracting new ones, the cost
of expanding sewer infrastructure is often too expensive for small communities. As a result, we recommend
collaboration with civic and business leaders as well as local, state, and national agencies and organizations,
to conduct an in-depth study that analyzes the full spectrum of investment options and the direct and indirect
impacts of each type of investment. In addition, findings from a marketing-follow up with firms could help
identify whether sewer systems were among the reasons why firms decided not to locate in your town.
The decision to rely on sewer or septic systems will have a significant impact on Westford’s land use patterns,
growth management, public finance, water quality, and public health. It will also affect the types of industrial
and manufacturing businesses that you can attract; processing plants, industrial parks, shopping centers, and
commercial/office buildings are some of the most common direct beneficiaries of expanded sewer capacities.
Outlined below are our top recommendations and their respective levels of priority for your economic
development efforts.
Recommendations

Priority

Expedite review and permitting approvals processes, appointing a team to
oversee improvements

High

Craft a more aggressive commercial/industrial attraction policy and a
comprehensive cross-marketing strategy. Conduct follow up with firms that
come or remain in town, and those that chose not to locate in Westford after
showing initial interest.

High

Develop a strategy for reducing high retail, manufacturing, and office rents.
Market Class A and Class B office space to prospective businesses as part of a
more direct commercial/industrial attraction policy.

Medium

Conduct a detailed assessment of the financial implications of investing or
failing to invest in a sewer system

Medium
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